LUNA NIGHT
REGENERATION SYSTEM

LUNA NIGHT helps to regulate sleep through targeted information of the autonomic nervous
system - so you can start your day with new energy
•h
 armonization of biological processes of the body
•E
 nsures healthy and deep sleep
•m
 akes for a peaceful sleep
•S
 upports the natural regeneration of melatonin, serotonin and cortisol
•P
 revents symptoms of energetic exhaustion (burnout)
• f ree of undesirable side effects

APPLICATION:
Mount the plates on your bedframe underneath the
mattress (even when you are travelling)- the „re-balancing
effect“ ensures a healthy sleep and a lively, pleasant
awakening. Follow the placement instructions as printed on
the plates (also see illustration below).
Each plate is assigned to a specific body-zone (head, feet,
upper- and lower-body). The encoded information produces a morphogenetic field.
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LUNA NIGHT
DURATION of APPLICATION: The use of LUNA NIGHT is not timely limited - use until you

feel the desired effects.

6 components for three body areas:
Head zone:
Please glue the long component to the upper of your bed frame.
Length: 25,3cm, Width: 2cm
Body Zone:
Glue two short components to each the
right and left side of the bed frame .The
red dots show you where to exactly put the
components.
Length: 12,6cm, Width: 2cm
Leg Zone:
Please attach the long component in the
middle of the foot end of the bed frame.
Length: 25,3cm, Width: 2cm

SIDE EFFECTS
There are no known side effects. As the encoded information is meant to accompany your bodyin your night- time regenerational phase, it
is recommended that you pay
attention to a balanced nutrition and reduce
the consumption of tea, coffe and alcohlic
beverages. Should you have had sleeping
problems for a long period of time before the
use of LUNA NIGHT, it is possible that in the
beginning you feel a kind of unease or have
inten- se dreams until your body is regenerating.
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